I review recent progress in understanding the arrest and flow behaviour of colloidal glasses, based on mode coupling theory (MCT) and related approaches. MCT has had notable recent successes in predicting the re-entrant arrest behaviour of colloids with short range attractions. Developments based upon it offer important steps towards calculating, from rational foundations in statistical mechanics, nonlinear flow parameters such as the yield stress of a colloidal glass. An important open question is why MCT works so well.
Introduction

Soft Matter
This paper addresses issues of arrest and flow in soft condensed matter; see [1] for a useful ensemble of background reading and [2] for a good, experimentally motivated overview. We consider a system of N particles in the size range of nanometres (e.g. globular proteins) to microns (traditional colloids), suspended in a solvent, with total volume V . To a good enough approximation, at least for equilibrium properties, the solvent degrees of freedom can be integrated out to give an effective pairwise Hamiltonian H = i>j u(r ij ) (in an obvious notation). Equilibrium statistical mechanics, when applicable, is governed by the partition function Z = exp(−βH)D[r i ]; quantum effects play no role [3] .
In many colloidal materials the effective interaction u(r) comprises a hard core repulsion, operative at separation 2a with a the particle radius, combined with an attraction at larger distance. For simplicity one can imagine a square well potential of depth and range ξa, with ξ < 1. Unlike atomic systems, to which colloidal ones are otherwise quite analogous, these parameters can be varied easily in experiment, essentially by varying the solvent conditions [3] . For example, adding polymers to a colloidal system will mediate an entropic attraction between spheres whose range is comparable to the size of the polymer coils and whose depth is controlled by their concentration. For globular proteins the same tricks can be played with salt concentration and pH.
The resulting equilibrium phase diagrams are well known, and depend on the range parameter ξ and the attraction energy or temperature through the parameter β . For ξ > ∼ 0.2, at small β there is a phase separation from a colloidal fluid to a colloidal crystal. At higher β , a liquid phase intervenes; the fluid undergoes a gasliquid separation at intermediate densities although the crystal is stable at higher ones. So far, this is just like the phase diagram of argon or a similarly classical S648 M.E. Cates
Ann. Henri Poincaré atomic substance. (But of course solvent fills the space between the colloids, so the gas is not a real gas.) However, for smaller ξ the liquid phase is missing: one has only one transition, from fluid to crystal. In fact, though, the liquid phase is still lurking beneath: it is metastable.
Arrest in Colloidal Fluids
Colloidal fluids can be studied relatively easily by light scattering [4] . This allows one to measure the dynamic structure factor S(q, t) = ρ(q, t )ρ(−q, t + t) /N and also the static one, S(q) = S(q, 0). Here ρ(r, t)) = i δ(r i (t) − r) − N/V ; this is the real space particle density (with the mean value subtracted), and ρ(q, t) is its Fourier transform. For particles with hard-core repulsions, S(q) exhibits a peak at a value q * with q * a = O(1) . The dynamic structure factor S(q, t), at any q, decays monotonically from S(q) as t increases. In an ergodic colloidal fluid, S(q, t) decays to zero eventually: all particles can move, and the density fluctuations have a finite correlation time. In an arrested state, which is nonergodic, this is not true. Instead the limit S(q, ∞)/S(q) = f (q) defines the nonergodicity parameter. (Note that this corresponds to the Edwards-Anderson order parameter in spin glasses.)
The presence of nonzero f (q) signifies frozen-in density fluctuations. Although f (q) is strongly wavevector dependent, it is common to quote only f (q * ) [5] . Colloidal fluids are found to undergo nonergodicity transitions into two different broad classes of arrested nonequilibrium state. One is the colloidal glass, in which arrest is caused by the imprisonment of each particle in a cage of neighbours. This occurs even for = 0 (i.e. hard spheres) at volume fractions above about φ ≡ 4πa 3 N/3V 0.58. Such a system would, in equilibrium, be a crystal; but equilibrium can be delayed indefinitely once a glass forms (particularly if there is a slight spread in particle size a, which helps suppress nucleation). The nonergodicity parameter for the colloidal glass obeys f (q * ) 0.7. The second arrested state is called the colloidal gel. Unlike the repulsive glass, the arrest here is driven by attractive interactions, resulting in a bonded network structure. Such gels can be unambiguously found, for short range attractions, whenever β > ∼ 5 − 10. Hence it is not necessary that the local bonds are individually irreversible (this happens, effectively, at β > ∼ 15−20); and when they are not, the arrest is collective, not local. It is found experimentally that for colloidal gels, f (q * ) > ∼ 0.9, which is distinctly different from the colloidal glass. The arrest line for gel formation slices across the equilibrium phase diagram (e.g., plotted on the (φ, β ) plane), and, depending on ξ, parts of it lie within two phase regions. This, alongside any metastable gasliquid phase boundary that is present, can lead to a lot of interesting kinetics [6, 7] , in which various combinations of phase separation and gelation lead to complex microstructures and time evolutions.
